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ABSTRACT 

We show that the gluon helicity inside a proton and a photon can be 

deduced from a knowledge of a special combination of cross sections of 

the semi-inclusive processes e f p + e + IT + IT + . . . and 

e+ + e- -f e + + e- + T + 7r + . . . Such a measurement could thus be used 

to check the QCD prediction that the gluon helicity increases linearly 

with RnQ2. 
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1. Introduction 

It follows from th? Altarelli-Parisi Cl1 equations that the gluon 

helicity, AG (l)(t) = 
/ 

dxAG(x,Q2) varies as RnQ2, in the leading loga- 
0 

rithm approximation. This behavior is quite unique in strong inter- 

actions, all other parton moments are either constant or decrease as 

some power of 9nQ2. It is true that in deep inelastic scattering on a 

photon target an additional EnQ2 dependence, discovered by Witten, is 

also present. Here, however, this dependence of the gluon helicity on 

RnQ2 is a result of the triple gluon coupling, a unique feature of non- 

Abelian theories. Thus, a measurement of this quantity would be very 

interesting, since it would help establish the relevance of such theories 

in understanding strong interactions. In a previous paper C2I we showed 

that the gluon helicity cannot be measured in inclusive reactions. In 

this paper we show how it can be measured in semi-inclusive reactions, 

at least in the parton model. 

One might think that such behavior of the gluon helicity is incon- 

sistent with the fact that the proton has definite helicity. This is not 

the case, however, because due to angular momentum conservation, the 

gluon must have a small transverse momentum. This means that orbital 

angular momenta are mixed in, so that there is no reason for the heli- 

city alone to be fixed. 

To measure the polarized gluon distribution functions of a proton 

and real photon we consider the polarized scattering processes 

e-(+) + p(f) -t e- + 71 + R + . . . and e+(f) + e-(f) -t e+ + e- + i + IT + . . . . 
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respectively. Following ref. C31, we consider the following combination 

of cross sections for large transverse momentum two-pion production: 

do(n+r-) + d&-a+) - do(a+r+) - do&r-), with the two pions in differ- 

ent jets. As pointed out in ref. C31, only the subprocess shown in fig. 

la contributes to the above combination of cross sections. We can thus 

measure the polarized gluon distribution functionzf the corresponding 

target. Taking then the first moment, we obtain the gluon helicity. 

These two processes are discussed in sects. 3 and 4, respectively. 

In sect. 2 we show how the logarithmic dependence of the gluon 

helicity in Q2 follows from the Altarelli-Parisi equations and sect. 5 

contains a summary. 

2. Q2-Dependence of Gluon Helicity 

In the proton target case, solving the Altarelli-Parisi equation 

the gluon helicity is 

AG(') wp = - & C2(R)Aq (l) (to), + & C2(R)Aq (l)(to)p + AG(l)(tO)p} 

(1) 



I 
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where 

t = Rn 41 
A2 

1 

Aq(')(t) = 
P / 

dx Aq(x,Q2)p 

0 

= N2-1 C2(R) - 2N 

b = & 11C2(G) - 2f 

f - quark flavor number. (2) 

The Altarelli-Parisi equations satisfied by the polarized quark, 

gluon and photon distribution functions inside a photon are, respectively, 

1 

& Aqi(x,t> = & a(t)Aqi(y,t)AP +a(t)AG(y,t)AP x 
qG ? 0 

+ aYAqi(y,t)APY 
0 

If. + ayAI'(y,t)AP 
4iqi Y 

1 

& AG(x,t) = + Aq, (Y, t> AP + AG(y,t)APGG 

(3) 

& AI'(x,t) = & /,' $- {ay c 
i 

Aqi(y,t)APyq (;) + yAr(yW'$)} 
i 
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where 

6(1-z) 
> 

; APqG(z) = + z2 - (l-z12] 

and 

AP q ,(z> 
i 

= 3el [Z2 - (1 - z2)] ; ApGq 
i 

= ApGq =2,(R) ' - ',' - z)2 

AP yq (z) = ei APGq (z) / C2(R) ; 
i . 

(4) 

f 

Aqs(x,t) = Aqi(x,t) f Aqi(x,t) 
> 

Ne is the lepton number, and N is the number of colors. Aqi is O(aY) 

and AI'(x,t) = &(x-l) + O(ay) (the photon helicity is assumed to be +l). 

Keeping only the terms of O(ay), the above equations become 

1 

& As%> = 2T L AP q 
i 

,(x> 

-&- r(w) = - 2T zk AlT(x,t)C . 

(5) 

The equation for AG remains unchanged. 
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Using Eqs. (3), we find the following solutions for the first moments of 

Aqi and AG, in the case of photon target. 

Aq(') (t) = const. 

AG(1) (t> = - & C,(R)@ ('I (to) + {& C,(R)Aq (l) (to) 

(6) 

and for the polarized photon distribution function 

AT(x,t) = AT(x,tO) e -aYtC’2a . (7) 

3. Measurement of the Polarized Gluon Distribution Function (Proton Target) 

In this section we discuss how AGp(x,t) can be measured in the pro- 

ton case. Fontannaz et al. C3l have suggested that AGp(x,t) can be -- 

measured in polarized photon production of two pions in large transverse 

momentum. We look at the process e+p + e++rr+r+..., where the initial 

electron and target proton are polarized, and the pions have large trans- 
+ 

verse momenta. Since D' = Dr 
g g ' 

only the process shown in fig. la con- 

tributes to the following combination of cross sections: 

do f do(r+r-) + d&-n+) - do(r+r+) - d&-n-) . 
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The parton model [41 gives 

du(e+p+) -da(e+p+) = 
d3kld3k2d3k' ' 

E1E2E' /, ba/o'dxb ildxc & AGpba.Q2) 
XbXc 

?T+ 
q (x,,Q2) - - D; (x ,Q2) 

+ 
i ib 

DT (xc,Q2) 
ii 

- D; 
i 

bc,Q2) 

x P(p+p -p -p-) 2 (s - q2) 3do 
g 9 qr (6) 

+ dt 

where the arrows denote the polarization of the corresponding particles 

kl,, k2 are the pion momenta, El and E2 the pion energies, k' the momen- 

tum of the final electron, E' the energy of the final electron, 

Di (xb,Q2) is the fragmentation function of the i-th quark, p is the 
i g 

gluon momentum, and p 
4' 

p-q are the momenta of the quark and antiquark 

(see fig. la). Also 

= xap;k 2 2 2 
pg 1 = xbpdk2 = xcps;s = (p,+q) ;u = (pg-pq) ;t = (p,-pq) . 

Finally, p is the momentum 

the virtual photon, and do 

(7) 

of the initial proton and q the momentum of 

/(d3k1/E')dt is the differential cross section 

for the subprocess e(polarized) + g(polarized) -t q + G (see fig. la); 

it is given by 

(s - 9 
2 

> da = a2as (Q2) 
3 

!$$- dt *q2tuw E 1; -;I 
(s + t>k*pg 

ge g (8) 

+ (s + u)k*p 
4 

- + (t2+ u2+2sq2) 
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where w 
g 

and Ee are the gluon and initial electron energies, respectively, 

Gg and G their respective velocities (they are antiparallel, thus 

I=, - f,l = 2), k is the initial electron momentum, c1 the fine structure 
Y 

constant, and cc s the running coupling constant. Following Feynman [51 

we take 

Q2 = 2tus 

t2 + u2 + s2 
. (9) 

Using the &function, we carry out the xa, xb, xc and azimuthal angle of 

the final electron integrations, to obtain 

du(e+p+) -da(e+p+) 
Ikp 

y1 

d2klldyld2k2Ldy2dk;2dye 
+1g .kj 

Xb 11 21. > 

- k2Le 
y2 

x AGp(xa,Q2) - D; (x ,Q2) 
+ 

ib 
D; (xc,Q2) 

i 
- D"4 

i 
(xc,Q2) 

x +s - q2> do 
Tr 3 , 

+- dt 

(10) 

where E is the proton energy. 
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In the CM frame of the electron and proton 

1 
-Y2 Y2 - 2Yl 

X =- 
a 2E ql/ - q. + (q. + q)e 

-2Y1 
+ 

l+e 
27Y2 -,,T Y2-Yl 

- 2e cos$ 

[ 
(Cl0 + 4,,)e 

-Y1 Y2 - Yl 
(e - co@) f 45 - II 

Lk = l+e 
t 

2(Y2 -YQ Y2-Yl 
- 2e cos$ 

-Y1 Y2-Yl 
X c 2L 

(qo+ q,,>e (e - co@) i: fi 

Lk 
2(Y2 -Y1) Y2-Yl 

- 2e cos$ -y1 
(qO+qllk (1-e 

y2-Yl 
Xb 11 co.+) 

ie 
y2 - Yl /jj 

1 

B = k12 (l-e 
Y2-Yl 2 

) +4e y2-Yl sin2 4 - (qo+4$2 e 
-2Y1 

2 sin24 - (11) 

Here (p is the angle between k' 
-f 

11 and k21, q 11 is the longitudinal momentum 

and q 0 the energy of the virtual photon, yl, y2 and ye are the rapidities 

of the two pions and the electron, respectively. The kinematic condi- 

tions are 

12, a' Xb, xc 2 0. 

If "i l c2L<0 the upper sign in Eqs. (11) is taken, whereas if 

. z >O the lower sign is taken. In the case $ = 180°, Eqs. (11) 
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simplify to 

= & 1 qo+ (qO+ql)e 
-Y1 -Y2 

2 k; 
X q- ( 

eYl-Y2- eY2 -y1 
a Yl+ eY2 

,t 
e 

$ k21 = 
eyl : ey2 

q. + qll + kie 
y1 

C 
> 

-iv- kll = 
Xb 

q. + qil + kle 
Y2 

> 
, 

where if zr is parallel to z,,, the lower sign holds, whereas if z! is 
J. LJ. 

-t 
antiparallel to k21 the upper sign holds. 

Thus using the forms of the fragmentation 

a measurement of the cross section in Eq. (10) 

determined. The integral 

I 

functions given in ref. C51, 

allows AGp(xa,Q2) to be 

1 

/ 0 
dx AGp(x,Q2) 

will then yield the gluon helicity inside a proton. 

4. Measurement of Polarized Gluon Distribution Function (Photon Target) 

Just as in the proton case, we can use the process 

e+ + e- + e+ + e- + IT + IT + X to measure NY(x,Q2) inside a real photon, 

when the initial e + and e- are polarized. Since DR g+(x,Q2) = D;-(x,Q2) 

only the diagrams in fig. 3 contribute to the following combination of 

cross sections: 
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A= I do(s+r-) +da(,-,+) - do(.ir+v+) e-+e++ (12) 

This cross section can be written as 

A= ' 
d3Pl d3P2 d3k' d3ki 1 (4acr)2 TCAJ TV (kl ,+W'V, 

(27.r) 
12%77%-7F 

e + 4EEl]; -ve+/ & 
e (13) 

where Ee and E + are the energies of the initial electron and positron, 
e 

respectively, E'e and E'+ the energies of the final electron and positron, 
e 

respectively, k and k' the momenta of the initial and final electron and 

kl and ki the initial and final momenta of the positron, respectively. 

ply p2 are the pion momenta and [Al denotes the antisymmetric part. 

The tensor of the lower vertex is given by 

[Al T = 
PV (14) 

where p = kl-ki , p 2 N 0 and sn is the polarization vector of the initial 

positron. Ignoring the lepton mass, we have 

ms = Xk 
en lrl ' 

(A=+ . 

The tensor W 
W is given by 

w = NJ c t-11 
a,b= +1 

a+bsv(a)sE(b)Wab , 

(15) 

(16) 

where E 
IJ 

is the photon polarization vector. Since p2 = 0, only trans- 

verse photons contribute to W 
W’ 
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The tensir Wab is in turn given by 

w =‘c 
ab 

g&k’) c <y,/JB(o) I”l”f2x>%23 iJ%) /Yb’ 
X 

x (2V)4 d4)(P+q-P 1-P2-Px) * (17) 

Using the formulas [63 

E:(I)Ev(a) = 3 Rpv - -!- aE 
P-q pvhnpXqil , (qp = kp 

R =-g + ’ 
PV PV (P.d2 

P*q(Puqv + P,4J - q2PpPv > 

and Eqs. (14) and (16), we obtain 

.Lt'(kl,ki)WVV = - ~ (kl+ki) l dW* - W-J 

k;> 

, (1% 

. (19) 

According to Eq. (17), Wtt - W is the cross section of polarized -- 

electron scattering on a polarized photon. Therefore, we can calculate 

it in the parton model. 

Defining 

Ayblr2) = 
do(e+y+ -t eals2X) - do(e4yG + enlr2X) 

d3k' d3pl d3p2 
P-P 

EL E1 E2 

we have 

Ay(y2) = 
1 1 

23(2~)g 4EeEy]; (w* - w--) 

(20) 

, (21) 
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where Ee and Ey are the energies of the initial electron and real 

photon, respectively, and e and G their velocities. The combination 
Y e 

of cross sections of interest is then given by 

a,(*+*-) + Ay(~-8+) - Ay(,f,+) - A@*-) 

D;+(xc,Q2) -D; (xc,Q2) 6(4) (P+Pg-Pq-Pq) f (s-q2) 3do , 
i i w dt 

e 

AGy(xa,Q2) is the polarized gluon distribution function inside a real 

photon, All quantities are the same as in sect. 3. Since p2 = 0, Gy is 

parallel to Ge in the rest frame of the beam. As before we carry out 

the g-function integration to obtain 

A 

d2p~Ldyld2p21dy2dkidk~2dy1 
= 2a N 

Y2 
e 

E; : ";2 ,!q (ki + ki) l q 

x AGy(xa Q2) ,Q2) -D"g (X ,Q2) 
+ 

, ib 
D"g (xc,Q2) -D"9 (xc,Q2) 

i i 

x (s-q2) 3 
do 

F dt 
e 

(23) 
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where N = % 
E:. + Ei2 E1 

2 
E: 

&n m comes from the equivalent photon approxi- 
e 

mation C71. All other quantities are the same as in sect. 3. Thus a 

measurement of the cross section in Eq. (23) and knowledge of the frag- 

mentation functions, allows AGy(xa,Q2) to be determined. The integral 

J 
1 

0 
dx AGy(x,Q2) - 

will then yield the gluon helicity inside a real photon. 

There is another subprocess contributing to the cross section of 

the inclusive process e+ + e- + e+ + e- +lT+Tr+ . . . This is shown in 

fig. 3, where the lower photon line propagates directly to the qi vertex. 

Its contribution is given by Eq. (23) with AGy(xa,Q2) replaced by 

2 3 Ar(xa,Q ) and where da/(d k'/E')dt is now the cross section for 

e + y -+ e + q + g and is given by Eq. (8) with the gluon subscript re- 

placed by y everywhere and as(Q2) replaced by c1 
Y' 

Since, however, 

Ar(xa,Q2) = 6(x a - l), if we do not consider the point xa = 1, this term 

does not contribute. 

5. Summary 

We have shown that if a special combination of cross sections for 

the polarized semi-inclusive processes 

e+p+e+n+n+... 

e+ + e- -t e+ + e- + 71 + a + . . . 

were experimentally measured, then the polarized gluon distribution 

functions of a proton and a photon could be deduced from Eqs. (10) and 
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(23). The first moments of these distributions will then give the gluon 

helicity in the proton and in the photon, and thus its logarithmic 

dependence on Q2 predicted by QCD could be checked. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. The two diagrams contributing to the processes 

e(+)+p(f)+G+r+r+... 

e+(4) + e(4) + e+ +e-+.rr+-fr 

to order a 
S’ 

Fig. 2. The two general two-photon diagrams for the process 

+ e -t e- + e+ + e- + . . . 

Fig. 3. The two subdiagrams contributing to the two-photon process 

to order as. 
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